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Solar system planets facts sheet

Antonio M. Rosario/The Image Bank/Getty Images The Planetary System containing Earth is officially named the Solar System, which consists of the Sun and its orbiting objects. PlanetsOfTheSolarSystem.net explains that the Sun has no scientific name, but alternately called Sol, based on Roman mythology. The name Solar System comes from an ancient Roman alternative. The sun is one of the trillions
of stars in the universe and is classified as a yellow dwarf type star. The solar system is one of the billions of planetary systems located in the Milky Way galaxy, known in the universe. The solar system is estimated to be 4.6 billion years old and contains the Sun, eight planets, five dwarf planets, 169 moons and thousands of asteroids and comets. Eight planets Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune. Five dwarf planets Pluto, Ceres, Haumea, Makemake and Eris. I found this useful illustration from the BBC through Warren Ellis. For those of you who haven't heard of the International Astronomical Union - their people that gets to call space-y things - perhaps finally decide whether Pluto is actually a planet that with its minuscule size and weirdo sometimes-I-closer than Neptune-
sometimes-I-not-orbit. Officially, Pluto is a planet, but any specific definition of a planet that would allow Pluto also automatically qualifies a number of larger, lesser-known objects orbiting our beloved Sun. According to the wired article: The group also proposed a new category of planets called Pluto, referring to Pluto-like objects found in the Kuiper Belt, a mysterious, disc-shaped zone outside Neptune
containing thousands of comets and planetary objects. Pluto itself and two potential newcomers - Charon and 2003 UB313 - will be plutos. Don't completely rewrite the textbooks just yet, as my Jedi Master John Scalzi has a compelling prediction of future planetary classification: What I think will eventually happen is that there will be nine historical planets that get named in popular astronomy books, with
Pluto/Charon being considered one entry... and then all the other planets get a manual wave, as in: Our solar system consists of nine historical planets, and many other small, icy planets discovered after Pluto. Made and done. Among other things, it will allow people not to worry about screwing the naming of planets after the Roman gods thing. I, I'm for rewriting tutorials, if only because it means I get to
sell a whole new set of trivia questions to the world. Throughout history, starships have focused on the Sun, the Moon, planets and comets. These were objects in the Earth's neighborhood and are easily spotted in the sky. However, it turns out that there are other interesting objects in the solar system that are not comets, planets or satellites. These are small worlds that revolve in darkness. They got the
common name of a small planet. To each facility in around our Sun has been sorted into specific categories: planet, small planet, asteroid or comet. However, when the question of Pluto's planetary status was raised that year, a new term, the dwarf planet, was introduced, and immediately some astronomers began to apply it to Pluto. Since then, the most famous small planets have been reclassified as
dwarf planets, leaving behind only a few small planets that inhabit the bays between the planets. As a category they are numerous, with more than 540,000 officially known to date. Their number makes them still quite important objects to study in our solar system. Simply, a small planet is any object in orbit around our Sun that is not a planet, a dwarf planet or a comet. It's almost like playing the elimination
process. However, knowing something a minor planet against a comet or dwarf planet is quite useful. Each object has a unique moulding and evolutionary history. The first object to be classified as a small planet was the Ceres object, which rotates in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. However, in 2006, the International Astronomical Union (IAU) officially classified Ceres as a dwarf planet. He was
visited by a spaceship called Dawn, which solved some of the mysteries associated with the formation and evolution of Cerean. Small planets catalogued by the IAU Small Planet Center at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. The vast majority of these small worlds are in the asteroid belt and are also considered asteroids. There are also populations in other parts of the solar system, including
Apollos and Aten asteroids that rotate inside or near Earth's orbit, centaurs - which exist between Jupiter and Neptune, and many of the objects known to exist in the Kuiper Belt and Ert Cloud regions. Just because asteroid belt objects are considered secondary planets it doesn't mean that they are all just asteroids. Ultimately there are many objects, including asteroids, that fall into the category of minor
planets. Some of them, such as the so-called Trojan asteroids, rotate in the plane of another world and are closely studied by planetary scientists. Each object in each category has a specific history, composition and orbital characteristics. Although they may seem similar, their classification is important. One non-planets hold out are comets. These are objects made almost entirely of ice, mixed with dust and
small rocky particles. Like asteroids, they date back to the earliest eras in the history of the solar system. Most fragments of comets (so-called nuclei) exist in the Kuiper Belt or the Ert cloud, rotating happily until they are put into the solar orbit by gravitational influences. Until relatively recently, no one had explored the comet up close, but since 1986, that Halley's comet was explored by a small flotilla of
spacecraft. Most recently, comet 67P/Churyumova-Gerasimenko visited and studied the Rosetta spacecraft. Classification of objects in solar solar are always subject to change. Nothing is set in stone (so to speak). Pluto, for example, was a planet and a dwarf planet, and may well regain its planetary classification in light of the discovery of New Horizons missions in 2015. Exploration gives astronomers
new information about objects. These data, covering topics such as surface characteristics, size, mass, orbital parameters, atmospheric composition (and activity) and other objects, immediately change our view of places such as Pluto and Ceres. It tells us more about how they formed and what shaped their surfaces. With new information, astronomers can change their definitions of these worlds, which will
help us understand the hierarchy and evolution of objects in the solar system. Edited and expanded by Carolyn Collins Petersen ThoughtCo uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using ThoughtCo, you accept our use of cookies. Welcome to the Solar System! Here you will find the Sun, the planets and the only home of mankind in the Milky Way galaxy. It contains planets, moons,
comets, asteroids, one star and worlds with ring systems. Although astronomers and skygazers have observed other objects of the solar system in the sky since the beginning of human history, it is only in the last half century that they have been able to explore them more directly with spacecraft. Long before astronomers could use telescopes to observe objects in the sky, people thought planets were just
wandering with stars. They had no idea of an organized system of worlds orbiting the Sun. All they knew was that some objects followed the usual paths against the background of the stars. At first they thought these things were gods or some other supernatural beings. They then decided that these movements had some impact on people's lives. With the advent of scientific observations of the sky, these
ideas disappeared. The first astronomer to look at another planet with a telescope was Galileo Galilei. His observations changed humanity's view of our place in space. Soon many other men and women studied planets, their satellites, asteroids and comets with scientific interest. Today this continues and there are currently spacecraft doing a lot of research on the solar system. So, what else have
astronomers and planetary scientists learned about the solar system? Traveling through the solar system introduces us to the Sun, which is our nearest star. It contains an amazing 99.8 percent of the mass of the solar system. Jupiter is the next most massive object, and it is two and a half times the mass of all the other planets combined. Four inner planets - a tiny, crate-riddled Mercury, shrouded in clouds
Venus (sometimes called the Gemini of the Earth), a moderate and water Earth (our home) and a reddish Mars - are called earthly or rocky planets. Gas giants are called Jupiter, ringed Saturn, blue Uranus and distant Neptune. Uranus and Neptune are so cold and contain ice material, and they are often referred to as ice giants. The solar system has five known dwarf planets. They are called Pluto, Ceres,
Haumea, Makemake and Eris. The New Horizons mission explored Pluto on July 14, 2015, and is on its way to visit a small object called 2014 MU69. At least one and possibly two other dwarf planets exist within the outer limits of the solar system, although we do not have detailed images of them. There are probably at least 200 more dwarf planets in the solar system region called the Kuiper Belt
(pronounced KYE-under the belt.) the Kuiper Belt extends from the orbit of Neptune and is the kingdom of the most distant worlds that are known to exist in the solar system. It's very far away and its objects are probably icy and frozen. The outer region of the solar system is called the Oort cloud. It probably doesn't have big worlds, but contains chunks of ice that become comets when they rotate very close
to the Sun. The Asteroid Belt is an area of space that lies between Mars and Jupiter. It is inhabited by pieces of rocks ranging from small boulders to the size of a large city. These asteroids remain from the formation of planets. There are moons all over the solar system. The only planets that don't have the moons are Mercury and Venus. Earth has one, Mars has two, Jupiter has dozens, like Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune. Some of the moons of the outer solar system are frozen worlds with water oceans under the ice on their surfaces. The only planets with rings we know of are Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. However, at least one asteroid called Chariklo also has a ring and planetary scientists recently discovered a faint ring around the dwarf planet Haumea. Everything astronomers learn about
the bodies of the solar system helps them understand the origin and evolution of the Sun and planets. We know that they were formed about 4.5 billion years ago. Their homeland was a cloud of gas and dust that slowly pated to make the Sun, followed by the planets. Comets and asteroids are often considered remnants of the birth of planets. What astronomers know about the Sun tells us that it won't last
forever. In about five billion years, it will expand to cover some planets. Eventually, it will shrink downwards, leaving behind a very changed solar system from what we know today. Today.
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